After-LIFE conservation plan report
LIFE+ Nature « Protection of breeding sites and implementation of
novative and demonstrative actions for the Corncrake»
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ACRONYMS

AEVO

: Association “Agriculture-environnement-Vallée de l’Oise”

APN

: Association de protection de la Nature (ONG for nature protection)

BRCE

: Bail Rural à Clauses Environnementales (rural lease including environmental
clauses)

BVA

: Basses Vallées Angevines

CA

: Chamber of Agriculture

CASDAR

: Compte d'Affectation Spéciale « Développement Agricole et Rural » (state fund
devoted for rural development)

NBC

: National Botanical Conservatories

CEN

: Conservatoire d’Espaces Naturels (association for protection of nature areas)

CRBPO

: Centre de Recherches sur la Biologie des Populations d’Oiseaux (state agency for
bird ringing, monitoring and data analysis)

CRPF

: Centre Régional de Propriété Foncière (state regional agency for land
ownership)

DRAAF

: Direction Régionale de l'Alimentation de l'Agriculture et de la Forêt (state
agency for agriculture)

DREAL

: Direction Régionale de l'Environnement, de l'Aménagement et du Logement
(state agency for environment)

ENS

: Espaces Naturels Sensibles (sensitive natural areas)

EVA

: Breeders of Vallées Angevines

FDC

: Fédération des Chasseurs (Departmental Federation of hunters)

FEDER

: Fonds Européen de développement Economique et Régional (ERDF)

INRA

: Institut National de Recherche Agronomique (National institute for agricultural
research)

LPO

: Ligue pour la Protection des Oiseaux (French association for the protection of
birds)

MNHN

: Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle (National museum of natural history)

MVC

: Moyenne Vallée de la Charente

MVO

: Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise

ONCFS

: Office National de la Chasse et de la Faune Sauvage (National agency for hunting
and wildlife)

RSPB

: Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

SAFER

: Sociétés d’aménagement foncier et d’établissement rural (Land Development
and Rural Establishment Companies)

PNA

: National Action Plan
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INTRODUCTION
The Corncrake, flagship species of French alluvial valleys, is now threatened with extinction in
France. In the early 20th century, the main valleys hosted every spring several thousand
individuals. By the 1950s, data were showing a decrease in the distribution area of the species in
France, which resulted in a very strong population decline from the year 1975. The first specific
inventory (1982-1984) then counted 1600 - 2200 singing males. During the 1991-1992 national
survey, there were only up to 1100-1200. If in the 1990s, the first conservation measures for the
species helped to maintain Corncrake numbers (1 300 singing males in 1998), recent national
surveys show a dramatic decline again in numbers with about 500 individuals in 2009 and 250
in 2014 . The loss and degradation grassland due to the intensive agricultural management
practices are the main causes identified for this collapse (abandonment of grasslands for maize
and poplar). The mowing mechanization and technical improvements have only accelerated the
decline of many Corncrake populations on French territory.
A loss of 90% of the numbers is thus recorded in 40 years.
Agri-environmental measures (AEM) were then introduced in the 1990s to halt the dramatic
decline of the Corncrake population in France. These are voluntary incentives for farmers to
make their agricultural practices more suitable with the biology of the species and the
preservation of its habitat in return for financial compensation. The measures undertaken for a
period of 5 years concern the delay mowing, “friendly mowing”, refuge areas and low level of
fertilization.
Although many action plans and conservation programmes have been implemented for 20 years,
the species is now on the red list of endangered species in France.
LIFE + Nature "Protection of breeding sites and realization of innovative and demonstrative
actions for the Corncrake" coordinated by the LPO France was to avoid this loss by restoring the
breeding capacity of the species in the Loire, Poitou-Charentes and Picardy, three historic
Corncrake strongholds.
The programme applied the measures recommended by the National Action Plan (2005-2009)
on 3 pilot Natura 2000 sites hosting some of the last population clusters : the Basses Vallées
Angevines, the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise and the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente, Seugnes and
Coran.
The programme carried out from September 2011 to December 2015 aimed at a dual general
purpose: updating the work and reinforcing knowledge on the biology and the study of habitat,
while implementing concrete and innovative actions to avoid the disappearance of the species
on
these
sites.
It is now appropriate to develop a plan for after Life programme, in order to maintain the
momentum towards preventing the extinction of the species in the country.
***
NB: for the whole document, the cost estimate is the result of an average calculated for one year
and for a site. The necessary budget can therefore fluctuate considerably depending on the
parameters specific to each site (including Corncrake numbers hosted).
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AFTER-LIFE CONSERVATION PLAN
1.

ENHANCING KNOWLEDGE
1.1.

Enhancing knowledge on Corncrake habitat
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Carrying out of a study to identify the suitable vegetation for the
species
A national synthesis report has been published further to local surveys
about the habitat used by the Corncrake on 3 sites. It includes a
standardised methodology based on the common protocol implemented,
the objective of which was to compare the characteristics specific to each
grasslands site and between different sectors of the same site. The
collected data were correlated with the distribution of singing males to
identify conditions preferred by the species.

Figure 1. Quantifying the vegetation structure of the herbaceous layer by image analysis

 Proposal for concrete measures to improve the habitat quality for
the Corncrake
This led notably by strengthening some existing conservation measures
whose effectiveness has been shown (uncut refuge areas), trying some
innovative practices such as crop rotation coordinated to meet the
Corncrake ecological requirement.

 AFTER-LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Developping the protocol defined within the Life programme
The NAP aims at understanding what ground vegetation the species
needs to install, feed, breed and raise its young, stopover ... (NAP
objective: action 4.5). The purpose would be to continue monitorings (at
least once every 2-3 years) to see the temporal evolution of vegetation
parameters studied through this protocol.
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 Using the results of the study to implement suitable management
measures for grassland birds and maintaining appropriate measures
implemented (PNA, objective 3 ).
 Studying the availability of food resources in the grassland
A study will be carried out especially in the Charente by the Conservatoire
Régional des Espaces Naturels de Poitou-Charentes about the evolution of
the diversity of several specific groups in order to assess whether this
parameter can be a cause of the Corncrake disappearance in that area.
 Analyzing the evolution of water levels and the number of floods, the
frequency of which seems to increase in recent years and that may
greatly impact the breeding Corncrakes.
 Carrying out a study on the trend of the forage quality for each site
hosting Corncrakes (NAP, action 4.5)
 Identifying deadlines for optimal quality according to territorial
specificities
Depending on the results, defining an argument to propose AECM with
later AECM dates and adapt agricultural production to fit more closely
with Corncrake needs.
Stakeholders
Research bodies: INRA, ONCFS, CNRS
National Botanical Conservatories (NBC)
Associations of botanic expertise
Chambers of Agriculture
Consulting firms on environment
Potential funding
Local collectivities
Sponsors
State
Water agencies
Internal capital
Estimated cost
€ 3 000

Hayfield in the Basses Vallées Angevines

© LPO Anjou
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1.2. Enhancing knowledge about the species
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Studying Corncrakes movements through telemetry
Using telemetry seemed inevitable for a very secretive and “nocturnal”
species. Despite the difficulties (technical, weather...), radio-telemetry
was used to study the movements of the Corncrake, to confirm they use
refuge areas and tall-herb. The action revealed displacement of about 700
meters per day, important data for breeding monitorings so as to data
accuracy.
 Bird rescue with telemetry
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines, 17 individuals equipped with
transmitter, 16 individuals were saved by educated farmers.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise, with one young in 2012 and 3 adults in
2013: 1 Corncrake saved, and during mowing, one Corncrake occurred
in the unmown refuge area, 1 Corncrake not found

Telemetry in the Basses Vallées Angevines ©LPO Anjou

 Improved knowledge about the species and bird rescue thanks to
the breeding monitorings
Life programme enabled to monitor the trend of singing males numbers
on three programme sites :
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines : 166 in 2012, 85 in 2013, 93 in 2014,
90 in 2015
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : 27 in 2012, 15 in 2013, 32 in 2014 and
16 in 2015
• In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente: 3 in 2012 , 2 in 2013, 7 in 2014
and 5 in 2015
These monitorings were important because they resulted in the creation of
plots under contracts including emergency measures in the Moyenne
Vallée de l’Oise and Moyenne Vallée de la Charente.
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 AFTER-LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Creating a national scientific committee
This structure will include organizations such as CNRS, ONCFS,
academics, but especially the MNHN. They will be in charge of deciding on
monitoring techniques such as telemetry and advising technical partners
on existing methodologies (action provided in the NAP).
 Improving knowledge about the species on the wintering sites
This could be achieved through the establishment of a satellite
monitoring. Beforehand, an approach in 4 phases could be achieved:
• making contact with nature protection organizations in countries
known to have wintering sites
• meeting and implementation of technical and scientific support as
needed to improve knowledge about the Corncrake wintering sites
• creation of a network of African correspondents and referents to ensure
ecological watch on wintering sites
• identifying sites and helping to establish or improving management
measures/protection for the relevant areas.
 Leading reflections on equipment
These include finding solutions to the miniaturization of devices (battery
life for example) while remaining below the standard of 3.5% of weight of
the animal. Argos tags would be quite indicated for this type of study but
currently are too heavy devices (NPA, actions 4.1 / 4.2 / 4.6 and 4.7).
 Using bioacoustics recognition techniques
They would enable to get some knowledge on the movement of singing
males, the number and duration of location on specific singing posts, and
more detailed assessment of the numbers. Indeed, the song of each
individual is unique, and recording/data processing of songs could help
individualize singing males located on field. Thus, discussions have
already been made in Picardy with a specialist bioacoustics, and
reflections are to be taken for a field experiment by 2016.
 Continuing, wherever possible, breeding monitorings
They will contribute to a better knowledge of the habits and the species
occurence, which is especially useful for the sustainability of emergency
measures. Nationally, the NAP provides for maintaining monitorings
through action 4.1 with a special year. Wherever possible, they will
continue on each site, including apart from years of national survey.
Stakeholders
CNRS
ONCFS
Universities
MNHN (CRBPO)
NAP partners and including the Life “Milieux prairiaux Bassin de la
Saône”
ONGs
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Potential funding
Local authorities
Sponsors
State
Internal capital
Volonteers
Estimated cost
Improving
knowledge
(research
and
wintering sites):
€ 11,000
Breeding
monitorings: € 2
000

Location of singing males in the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente ©LPO
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1.3. Enhancing knowledge on agricultural practices
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Assessment of the impact of conservation measures and better
acquiring knowledge about agricultural practices and their trend
The Life programme has allowed to monitor the mowing timing during
the whole haying period, and mapping the mowed plots by using GIS.

Mowing monitoring ©L.-M. Préau

 AFTER LIFE
Actions identified
 Continuing this action over time
Although it is time-consuming, this action is interesting to assess the
management implemented on these plots.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise, the CEN Picardie will work at least in
monitoring one perimeter of management plans (sector identified:
Manicamp / Bichancourt ) and/or on the parcels under direct land
management.
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines, this monitoring will be mainly
provided by trainees if possible (see Decree No. 2015-1359 dated 26
October 2015 regarding the trainee recruitment by host institutions)
or, where applicable, fully supported by the volunteer network set up
under the LIFE programme.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente, this monitoring could be
achieved on time employee if fundings are granted. For consistency
and for a global analysis, it would ideally be carried out on the entire
site Natura 2000. In case of no dedicated funding, monitoring could
only be restricted to plots hosting recently Corncrakes
Stakeholders
NPA partners
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Potential funding
Water agencies
Local authorities
Sponsors
State
Internal capital
Volunteers
Estimated cost:
€ 6 000

Cattle in Maine-Anjou ©LPO Anjou
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1.4. Strenghtening the network for sharing knowledge and experiences
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Networking
• Exchanges with the RSPB about strenghtening Corncrake population
and the seminar in Picardy
• Exchanges with Latvia :
- Edmunds Račinskis, Latvian Fund for Nature (Corncrake habitats in
Dviete floodplain Natura 2000 site)
- Oskars Keiss, University of Latvia

Oskars Keiss and his « Corncrake Tie » ©LPO









Information with Natagora in the framework of Life «Prairies
bocagères»
Exchanges with the EPTB Saône and Doubs in the framework
of the setting up of the LIFE “Milieux prairiaux Bassin de
Saône”
Information with the Fédération Départementales des
Chasseurs :
- FDC Vendée in charge of the management plan for the
Black-tailed godwit during the NAP steering
committee
- FDC Vienne about the flushing bars.
Meeting with the Life project supporters, including Bretagne
Vivante (Angers, 2013, Le Faou 2013)
Sharing experiences with Ireland and Scotland

 Integrating issues related to the Corncrake at national level
The DREAL should consult the PNA network about the CAP check guide to
meet regulatory requirements.
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 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Developping partnership
• with the RSPB, particularly active on the Corncrake protection and
monitoring works for strengthening the populations
• as part of an Interreg project including France, Scotland or Ireland
and countries of Eastern Europe (exchanges with Latvian Found for
Nature )
 Actively managing NPA for the Corncrake and strengthening
networking of stakeholders: strengthening links between NAP and
integrating Corncrakes issues in national and regional action plans
(action 5.7 of the NPA)
Stakeholders
NAP partners
International ONGs
DREAL
French Ministries of Ecology and Agriculture
Potential funding
Internal capital
Estimated cost : /

Seminar in Picardy, May 2014 ©LPO
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2.

MONITORING AND ASSESSING THE CONSISTENCY OF AEM WITH THE CORNCRAKE
REQUIREMENTS

2.1.

Disseminating, developping and analysing the database
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Creating a database available for all people involved in the
implementation of AEM, which aims in particular to provide
information about the AEM contracts for each plot. Thus, this database
will enable to gather all available data on the plots under contract and
monitoring their trend and management.
 Test on 3 test sites

 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Providing a wide access of the database to the stakeholders involved in
the territories hosting Corncrakes.
 Ensuring an ongoing information and data analysis
 Ensuring that the database becomes a real help to the improvement
for promoting AEM contracts (in terms of location and type of measure
to be proposed to the local farmers)
Stakeholders
ONGs
NPA partners
Nature sites managers
People promoting AEM in the areas hosting Corncrakes
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Potential funding
State
Local authorities
Sponsors
Chambers of Agriculture
Internal capital
Estimated cost : € 1 400
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2.2.

Developping uncut refuges areas device in France
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Integrating the “Maintaining refuge area” measure in national tools
(type of operation) of the new device AECM
 Raising awareness of the farmers by explaining the interest of the
Refuge area measure
 AFTER-LIFE PROGRAMME

Actions identified
 Ensuring a relevant location of refuge areas (NAP, Action 3.2)
 Ongoing awareness so that this refuge area is set up by the largest
number of farmers
 Performing steps to generalize (making it compulsory) the
establishment of refuge areas (NAP, Action 3.2) and defining the
modalities by taking into account the different territories and exchanges
with NAP partners.
Stakeholders
Regional councils and state bodies (DRAAF, DREAL, DDT)
Local farmers
Chambers of agriculture
Local authorities
CEN
Natura 2000 and AECM networks
Potential funding
Water bodies
Local authorities
Sponsors
State
Europe
Internal capital
Estimated cost: € 1 000
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2.3.

Maintaining governance in developing the AEM for the 2020 CAP
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Participating in the development of 2020 CAP and the working group
in charge of new AECM
 Proposals from Life partners aiming at improving AEM tools for the
Corncrake protection
 AFTER LIFE
Actions identified

 Following the CAP and compliance with AEMC
 Developping the partnership with the chambers of agriculture, local
authorities and the DRAAF, DREAL, DDT
 Keeping on being present and proactive in instances of reflection and
decision
Stakeholders
NGOs
NPA Partners
State
Local authorities
Chambers of agriculture
EU
Potential funding
Internal capital
State
Local authorities
Estimated cost : € 20 000

The farmer, the Corncrake and the conservationist ©L.-M. Préau
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3.

SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD PRACTICES

3.1.

Keep on disseminating information about the corncrake
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Creating and dispatching tools : leaflet, newsletters, technical
handbook, website, roll on exhibition, final leaflet, and so on
 Wide media coverage
• 40 local press articles
• 12 regional press articles
• 5 national press articles
• 1 international press article
• 11 press releases
• 3 TV reports
 Organizing events bringing together the various stakeholders for
exchanging knowledge and experiences for a better Corncrake protection:
seminars, walks- barbecues, and so on

 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Keep on disseminating communication tools within the NPA. In
particular, the aim is the on-going dispatch of the technical handbook and
ensuring regular updating of the website (NPA, actions 5.1 and 5.2)
 Regularly communicating with the media (press, TV), especially during
monitorings
 Developping a communication plan
This is to keep on raising awareness to the agricultural community,
funders, local authorities and the general public on the Corncrakes issues
and more broadly on the grassland environments conservation.
Stakeholders
Medias
NPA partners
NGOs
Agricultural partners (farmers involved, chambers of Agriculture, agriculture
networks,…)
Potential funding
Internal capital
Cost estimated : € 2 000
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3.2.

Maintaining partnerships with breeder’s associations and monitoring their
development
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Development of the Breeders’Association Vallées Angevines
The Life programme has helped developing new business opportunities
and marketing strategies, and performing many activities in
supermarkets:
• one hundred participants
• 2 new member farmers
• 6 new business opportunities: 82 animals sold in 2014 against only 39
in 2012
• More than 1 000 people educated in commercial animations and various
events
• Implementation of an annual check and exchange meeting about
agricultural practices between farmers
• Increased number of volunteers involved (events with breeders)

 Creation of the association "Agriculture Environnement Vallée de
l’Oise" in Picardy with 15 farmers already involved. Ongoing work on the
agro-ecological and economic valuation of hay produced in the valley.

 POST LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 At the national level: ongoing partnerships with the agricultural
profession. This action planned in the NAP (action 5.3) will be achieved
in particular through exchanges during conferences and seminars at
national and even international level.
 In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise: setting up a hay market chain. As
part of a CASDAR project, AEVO hopes to conclude a hay market chain in
order to enhance the late hay mowing. This CASDAR project will go on
until 2016. By the end, it will be possible to have an overview and assess
whether the steps undertaken should be made permanent (strengthening
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of the association, developping the economic sector created... ). The
economic valorisation of the late hay mowing, in addition to the grants
provided by the AEM, would indeed be an important asset to support
farmers engaged in friendly practices for Corncrakes. The collaboration
between the CEN Picardie and AEVO fits into duration, via the signing of a
partnership agreement for promotion of agri-environmental initiatives
for grassland biodiversity in the Vallée de l’Oise.
 In the Basses Vallées Angevines: keeping on enhancing the EVA
approach. EVA is an excellent tool for communication and is expected to
continue to develop this approach through communication tools or
support to seek funding and continue to develop the association. It is
planned inter-regional meetings for exchange between farmers on the
development of initiatives such as EVA in the future LIFE “Milieux
prairiaux Bassin de Saône”. There will be also expanded partnerships to
be offered to the NPA (similar themes). Fundraising is underway to fund
walks-barbecues (Water Agency, Angers Loire Métropole, County Council
(49). Two dates are already proposed in 2016.
 In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente : maintaining the links that are
created with local farmers through the actions of Life programme.
Keeping on proposing meetings between environmentalists and farmers
to report the populations trend oand agricultural practices, feedback from
AECM on the field (improvement measures), establishment of refuge
areas, mowing monitorings, flushing bar ... And why not , ultimately,
creating an association such as EVA or AEVO.
Stakeholders
Chambers of Agriculture
Farmers
NPA partners
Distributors involved
DRAAF, DDT, DREAL
Natura 2000 network
Potential funding
Chambers of Agriculture
Farmers
NPA partners
Distributors involved
DRAAF, DDT, DREAL
Natura 2000 network
Water agencies
Local authorities
Estimated cost: € 3000
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3.3.

Ensuring the direct Corncrake protection via the sustainability of
emergency measures and the use of flushing bars
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 109 hectares under contract including emergency measures
The Life programme has shown that the device "Emergency measure" is
an interesting tool for the Corncrake preservation and its habitat. Indeed,
it supplements AECM specifications and offers a flexibility unlike AEMs:
location based on Corncrakes sighted in spring (late May or early June),
delay mowing more suitable for the Corncrake reproductive cycle ...
Furthermore, it indirectly helps maintaining regular exchanges with the
local farmers whose plots host Corncrakes and therefore raising a
targeted and effective awareness. Farmers are also very interested in this
emergency measure because it commits them only for the current year
and not five years as the AEM contracts. Thus, the Life programme has
helped establishing annual emergency measures to locate plots on which
were detected singing males.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise: 57 hectares under contract with
emergency measures, and 41 ha of local suitable refuge areas
This represents 0.96 ha per Corncrake (vs 1 ha estimated) ; about 50
% of individuals covered in 2012, 80% in 2013 and 2014 and 65 % in
2015.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente: 52 hectares are under contract
with emergency measures
 Rescuing at least 36 broods through the acquisition of 9 flushing
bars (against 6 foreseen)
The bars have allowed to save at least 35 broods in the BVA (71 chicks
and 40 adults) and 1 brood in the MVO. Partners and farmers agree that if
the number of broods saved is very difficult to estimate, because difficult
to sight, the bars allowed scaring a whole host of species. Involvement of
farmers for using flushing bar:
 BVA : 5 farmers in 2013 and 2014, 6 farmers and one available
in CUMA in 2015
 MVC : 1 farmer in 2012, 1 in 2013, 3 in 2014, 3 in 2015
 MVO : 1 farmer in 2012, 3 in 2013, 2 in 2014, 3 in 2015

Flushing bar in the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente © LPO
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 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Keeping on implementing emergency measures
• At national level: action 3.3 "Developping the implementation of
emergency measures out and in the Natura 2000 perimeter" of NAP
responds to a request from many partners.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : The CEN Picardie wishes to apply its
usual partners to determine how the measures will be funded. Given
the breeding monitoring results, it would be appropriate to offer two
types of emergency measures:
- A classic measure until July 31th
- A late measure until August 31st to be proposed in case of late
presence of singing males in the plots (in July), so as to preserve any
late broods.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente : co-financing requests are
underway to secure funding for breeding monitorings and the
implementation of emergency measures (financial compensation to
farmers, networking) and make this tool permanent.
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines : if the singing males population tends
to focus on a small area of the Basses Vallées Angevines, it could be
considered proposing two perimeters for Corncrake issues with the
implementation of emergency measures in the more eccentric areas.
This would counteract the possible AEM plots contracts on areas
deserted by the species.
 Encouraging independent use of flushing bars
• At national level: the LPO Anjou, as NPA facilitator, will gather the
experience feedback at national level on Corncrake sites. In parallel, as
part of the developpement of the Plan Loire, the LPO Anjou wishes to
apply for funding from the Region Pays de Loire (which manages the
EAFRD) through the Plan Végétal Environnement. The needs have
already been identified: 10 flushing bars for BVA, 5 bars in Mayenne
and funding requests for building bar "homemade" in Vendée. If this
approach is carried out and works, it will be promoted for use to other
NAP partners.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : by the end of the programme, the CEN
Picardie plans to :
- Promote the use of flushing bars in connection with AEVO, the
farmers' association founded in 2013 in the MVO. In the current state
of writing specifications about hay production, the use of a flushing
bar is compulsory for farmers who wish to sell their hay within AEVO
- Develop a partnership with the Agricultural College of Chauny
entrusting BTS students, as part of an "agricultural machinery"
module, the design of flushing bars that can be made available to the
farmers of the valley.
- Provide for additional flushing bars through funding from the
company Enertrag (as part of compensatory measures).
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• In the Basses Vallées Angevines: hardware, acquired particularly as
part of the LIFE, will continue to be promoted and the LPO Anjou
should ensure that flushing bars are maintained and used.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente: flushing bars that were acquired
will continue to be used by farmers involved and the LPO will
continue, with the help of farmers aware of their use, to promote it.
Stakeholders
Department Councils
Agricultural college of Chauny
Farmers
Enertrag
MFR, agricultural colleges
CUMA, GAB, CIVAM… (agriculture societies)
Potential funding
Local authorities
Water bodies
Private funds
Estimated cost : € 6 000
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4.

ENSURING AN EFFECTIVE PROTECTION HABITAT FOR THE CORNCRAKE

4.1.

Maintaining and encouraging suitable land purchasing for the Corncrake
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Basses Vallées Angevines : 35 ha purchased
 Moyenne Vallée de la Charente : 7,795 ha purchased
 Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise
 26,88 ha purchased
 9,9 ha purchased out Life financing by the CEN endowment
fund
 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 At national level, the NAP plans to "increase the area of suitable
habitat for the species through land purchasing" (NPA, action 2.2 )
 In the Basses Vallées Angevines, the LPO Anjou in charge of Corncrake
NAP ensure the implementation by:
• pursuing the land purchasing on behalf of the LPO on key areas in order
to strenghten the existing sites and carrying on converting poplar
plantations to natural.
• pursuing the agreement with the SAFER for ongoing land purchasing
• prompting as appropriate the CEN Pays de Loire in land purchasing
 In the Moyenne Vallée de la Charente, the LPO will reinforce its
relationship with the Deparmental Council, in particular to provide for
expertise and advise on acquisitions within the sensitive natural areas.
Moreover, the LPO will try to get closer to the CEN, the aim of which is
land purchasing, and provide for expertise on suitable habitat for
Corncrakes.
 In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise, The CEN Picardie will continue its land
purchasing through:
• A use-land watching on the sectors defined as priorities;
• The signing and implementation of an agreement with the SAFER to
improve knowledge about land-use modifications and delegate part of
the land-purchasing promotion;
• The partnership agreement with Holcim: the exploitation of aggregates
company still has many plots, especially on the Condren Beautor –
sector: the contacts will be started again;
• And any opportunity that would come through CEN Picardie’s local
contacts.
Stakeholder
CEN
SAFER
Departmental county in the framework of Sensitive Natural Areas
Water bodies
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Potential funding
Water bodies
ERDF, in the new programming period (2014-2020)
State
Internal capital
Departmental county (Sensitive Natural Areas)
Estimated cost : /

Vallée de l’Oise during the flood ©CEN Picardie
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4.2.

Continuing efforts aiming at a regulatory protection for the Corncrake
habitat
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 In the Basses Vallées Angevines : the regional nature reserve has not
succeed during the Life programme, but this action plan has enabled to
deepen the exchanges between all the stakeholders of the territory, which
provides for a solid basis for the subsequent establishment of regulatory
protection measures.
 In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : reflections about including the site in a
nature protected area resulted in the following findings:
• an incompatibility between compliance with regulatory requirements
and remuneration linked to compliance with contractual commitments
of agri-environmental measures,
• negative impacts for farmers, plots owners around the AECM perimeter,
which might undermine the economy of their exploitation
• weak or no regulatory protection in the event where regulation would
be defined at least without minimum range of operating conditions
favorable for the Concrake (late mowing, no fertilization) already
proposed in the AECM specifications, in order to compensate this
incompatibility,
• The Life programme, however, allowed the CEN Picardie to develop the
"lease including environmental clauses”, tool which was not used so
far in the MVO : 2 leases were signed for 61 ha.
 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 At national level: the PNA provides for the development of strong
protection measures on Corncrake sites (Action 2.3)
 In the Basses Vallées Angevines, the Natura 2000 site network is
currently reflecting about a collective management structure that suits
the majority. The agricultural world, very involved in the AEM, does not
want to see appear a structure that could be potentially legally binding
and prevent them from signing AEM contracts.
 In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise, 36 ha made of meadows, belonging to the
CEN Picardie, are under rural lease. 5 farmers own 24 ha and are close to
retirement without transferees in their family (a rural lease is
transferable to spouses and children). The Conservatoire may propose
rural lease including environmental clauses to farmers who will settle on
these plots.
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Stakeholders
Elected representatives
NGOs
Natura 2000 stakeholders
Potential funding
Local authorities
State
Estimated cost : /

Hayfield in the Vallée de l’Oise © CEN Picardie
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4.3.

Promoting habitat management dedicated for the Corncrake
 LIFE PROGRAMME INPUTS
 Conversion of poplar: 18.59 ha
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise: restoration work started on 13.79 ha on
plots belonging to the CEN
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines: restoration work on 4.8 ha of old
poplar

 Establishing refuge areas connected to the reed bed on 1 ha in the
Basses Vallées Angevines
The Life programme has helped to highlight the interest of preserving
uncut areas, fully suitable for grassland birds found through the postnuptial ringing migratory, particularly warblers late August-early
September. Note that this refuge area is frequented by a highly
endangered species and covered by a NPA: Aquatic Warbler
(Acrocephalus paludicola) and is even the largest post-breeding area
known inland.
 Updating management plans
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines : development of a new management
plan including the newly purchased land with the development of a GIS
database that informs a number of elements (naturalist inventories,
leases and expiring contract, management and work planning ... ) on all
the LPO properties.
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : renewal of the management plan for
the site Manicamp/Bichancourt in 2012-2013 :
- 2 new management plans (Condren / Beautor and parcel of Brétigny)
- Pieces of management have been added to the management plan for
the other plots.
 Conclusion of rural leases including environmental clauses
• BVA: 35 ha under environmental rural leases
• MVC: 7,795 ha under environmental rural leases
• MVO: 61 ha under rural lease including environmental clauses
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 AFTER LIFE PROGRAMME
Actions identified
 Developping new types of protection (non-regulatory)
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise : extension of the SPA scope to IBAs
hosting Corncrakes (immediately upstream of the existing Natura 2000
site). A perimeter of the amendment procedure will be initiated as part
of the animation Natura 2000 in 2016.
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines : as part of the animation Natura 2000
and in connection with the “Contrat Territorial Milieux Aquatiques des
BVA (BVA Territorial Agreement on Aquatic Environments”, a study has
been launched to determine what type of structure would gather all
stakeholders of the site. The aim is to give an identity to a territory
recognized internationally (Ramsar). A Regional Park appears to be an
interesting perspective.
 Keeping on converting poplar plantations back to natural €
10,000/ha
• In the Moyenne Vallée de l’Oise: restoration work undertaken during
the LIFE programme will go on through the implementation of
management plans. Owners will be approached beyond the LIFE
programme. Several people have already come forward for converting
poplar plantations projects under Natura 2000 contracts. Meanwhile,
the coordination with the CRPF, launched since 2011, aiming at
crossing forestry and environmental issues, will continue as part of the
animation Natura 2000 site.
• In the Basses Vallées Angevines: rehabilitation of suitable habitat areas
for the Corncrake remains a key objective of the LPO Anjou. Different
lines are designed to achieve this type of action as the “Contrat
Territorial Milieux aquatiques” or the implementation of Natura 2000
contracts.
 Maintaining the reedbed in the Basses Vallées Angevines
This area will continue to be maintained as a refuge area. Ongoing studies
on warbler flyway will be carried out to assess its effectiveness. In
addition, refuge areas in LPO’s plots and surrounding properties will be
imposed in the leases.
 Developing refuge areas
This action is planned under the NPA (action 3.2)
 Updating management plans
• BVA: Updating the management plan every 5 years before the CAP
programming dates to assess the relevance of the contracts and raising
again an awareness campaign to the lessee farmers
• MVO: ongoing implementation and assessment/renewing management
plans on all plots managed by the CEN Picardy.
 Concluding and monitoring compliance with environmental clauses
in rural leases
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• MVC: The plots acquired during the Life programme will be managed by
the LPO’s team of 3 people in charge of property management. Specific
ornithological monitorings will be carried out as all parcels LPO
properties in Charente-Maritime: breeding species monitorings, of
which obviously the Corncrake. During these monitorings, the
environmental clauses of the lease will be systematically checked
(mowing date, date and grazing pressure).
• BVA: based on future acquisitions, environmental leases will be
implemented with integration of elements in the management plan and
therefore checking of compliance with environmental clauses.
• MVO: ongoing environmental clauses when signing leases on plots
acquired once they are fully converted to grassland, with, including
where possible environmental clauses in existing leases.
Acteurs
ONGs
NPA partners
Local authorities
State
All the relevant stakeholders
Potential funding
Europe
State
Local authorities
Water bodies
Estimated cost
Converting poplar plantation : € 10 000/ha

Peupleraie reconvertie en prairie © CEN Picardie
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CONCLUSION
The overlap between the end of the Life programme and the beginning of the second National
Action Plan for the Corncrake would ensure continued conservation results, essential for the
consistency of the action plan towards stakeholders involved in the project. Meanwhile, a real
dynamic has been set up around these ecological issues and regional projects are being born.
PNAs are an essential lever for biodiversity conservation and inevitably involve other
conservation tools (Natura 2000, agri-environmental programmes, urban planning,...).
A first national action plan was implemented from 2005 to 2009, allowing in particular the
creation and expansion of new SPAs. The second National Action Plan runs from 2013 to 2018,
its issues fit precisely in the continuity of the LIFE programme and therefore meet the
requirements of the species. The conservation strategy over the term of NAP is developed in 5
main objectives:
 maintaining or restoring the Corncrake habitat in a favorable conservation status and
significant areas ;
 sustainably protecting sites hosting Corncrakes ;
 maintaining or adopting good agricultural practices for the Corncrake and improving
management techniques ;
 improving knowledge on the biology of the species and conservation needs ;
 ensuring the inclusion of the Corncrake conservation issues in local politics, other plans,
programmes or projects and enhancing dissemination of information about the species.

The new NAP 2013-2018, and interregional programmes must now replace the Life programme
to maintain the pro-active conservation already underway and implement concrete and relevant
protective measures to preserve Corncrake habitat and, more generally, the whole grassland
birds.
However, the NAP remains an animation tool for network partners and does not provide funding
as a LIFE programme for the implementation of actions. The partners, over 120 structures at the
moment, which were involved during the national draft document and launch meetings, should
find funding (Natura 2000, LIFE, regional or multi-regional development of NAP, local contracts
for water environments and so son,...) to meet the objectives developed in the NAP.
The future LIFE “Milieux prairiaux Bassin de Saône” is a good example because it proposes to
carry out former actions of this LIFE programme (flushing bars, exchanges with farmers ...) so as
to develop them on a new territory.
Regarding the AECM, they remain the main tool available for facilitators and local farmers on
Natura 2000 territories to preserve the alluvial meadows and subservient species such as the
Corncrake. Yet they remain imperfect in several respects : not only the AECM are temporary
(lasting 5 years, renewable according to the agro-environmental schemes which follow one
another and the various European programming and CAP), but they are also constrained
budgets (the assigned envelopes do not necessarily meet the demands of all farmers). The MAEC
are finally based on voluntary farmers (in terms of level of requested actions and choices
according to meadows they wish to contract), which is an inherent limit to the expected results.
In the framework of the new 2014-2020 programming, 2015 was an important year in terms of
contracts and thus budgetary expenditure (“AEMC with commitments on plots hosting
Corncrakes issues” and “AEMC with commitments on a significant part of the farm”), some
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people are afraid in some regions that they might not be able to renew the contracts which are
to end by 2020, if not before !
The finding today is that new measures favorable to Corncrakes, such as the implementation of
refuges areas, can now be offered to farmers, and some hay delay measurements have attractive
amounts with suitable specifications that can meet the requirements of the species. But
currently, these measures are not enough attractive to increase the number of plots under
contract.
Moreover, the agri-environmental measures continue to compensate a loss of performance, loss
of profits, but not compensate the ecosystem value and the gain for biodiversity they bring or
can bring.
A change of this paradigm should certainly allow farmers to better appropriate measures and
their importance for the preservation of species and its habitats while making this approach
more attractive and raising the level of recognition of their work.

